Our purpose here is to demonstrate that cutting edges exist in all areas of biometry. After making comparisons of papers in eight volumes of Biometrics over a 3l-year period and of those presented at the last International Biometric 
errors with a small number of samples. A fourth area presented is model construetion and selection. Some examples are cited, and the problem of how random errors arise is discussed. A number of other areas -assays, pattern analysis, and standardization -are discussed briefly. The paper ends with an encouragement for statisticians to research these problems.
Introduction
~~-...... --~_.r.J
To eliminate any misunderstanding, we start with definitions for terms that may have several meanings. As biometry can, and does, have various interpretations, and as Webster's definition of it, "the statistical study of biological observations and phenomena," is too confining and too restrictive, the following definition is used by the author:
Biometry is the study, development, and application of procedures and techniques in computer science, mathematics, operations research, probability, statistics, and systems analysis for biological investigations and phenomena.
Some other useful definitions are:
Biometrician -a specialist in biometry, Biometric -an adjective whereas biometrics is a noun synonymous with biometry,
Biostatistics is Webster's definition of biometry, but it should not be a synonym for medical statistics, as used in some quarters,
-3-As a base, articles in eight volumes of Biometrics spanning a 31-year period and the papers presented at the latest International Biometric Conference were classified into nine categories. This was done to try to find out how the cutting edges of Biometry were being attacked. Each category is discussed further by pointing out needed areas of research. Answers to some of the questions are needed for further and faster progress in science. Many problems are cited, and there are many more. Also, it should be noted that biometrical and statistical articles are appearing in several other journals, notably those in biology and agriculture. To ascertain the types of papers published in Biometrics the papers published in the years 1950-51, 1960-61, 1970-71, and 1980-81 were classified as follows:
Types of Articles in Biometrics
Agriculture -Statistical procedures developed for and/or applied to plant or animal experiments.
Animal populations -Statistical procedures developed for and/or applied to fish, fowl, and animal population ecological studies.
Assays -Statistical procedures developed for and/or applied to biological assays.
Biological -Statistical procedures developed for and/or applied to all types of biological investigations. The classification "animal populations"
could have been included here, as there is considerable overlap. This classification is more plant and ecologically oriented than animal populations.
Clinical trials -Statistical procedures developed for and/or applied to investigations involving clinical studies. This categorization is somewhat broader than confining attention to randomized trials to compare the effectiveness of medical treatments on patients.
-4-Medical -Several statistical procedures have been developed for and/or applied to investigations on medical aspects above and beyond clinical trials which could have been included under this category.
Genetics and breeding -Statistical procedures developed for and/or applied to investigations concerning genetics and/or breeding; they have a long histor,y, and research remains active in this area at the present time.
Modeling -Much of past and present statistical procedures have assumed a model, and "general linear model" theor,y is based on the assumed response model.
There have been occasional studies involving the determination of the actual response model, rather than assuming one. There has been a small amount of research on developing and applying response models to data from investigations over the years; there appears to be an increasing awareness of this important aspect of statistical investigation.
Statistical and biometrical methodology -Statistical and/or biometrical research with no specific applications, e.g., tests of hypotheses, construction of orthogonal latin squares, variance component estimation, computer programs, etc.
Any classification such as the above is arbitrary and subjective. Given a description of a classification, one needs to be certain that there was consistency in grouping the papers over the items being classified. Care was taken here to assure that the groups were such that the groupings of papers were repeatable when a reclassification of the same articles was made. The groupings were selected to ascertain the changes that might occur over time. The numbers of papers in the nine groups for eight volumes of Biometrics are given in Table 1 .
Insert Table 1 here -5-
The main upward trends in Table l I Insert Table 2 here There were 19% of the papers at the Toulouse meetings on medical statistics, whereas there were more than double this percentage, 40%, published in the 1980-81 volumes of Biometrics. In order to determine which cells in Table   l were giving large deviations from a chi-s~uare contingency computed value, the cell contributions for a contingency table chi-s~uare value are given in Table 3 . Clinical trials gave large contributions, since it is only in recent years that papers on this topic have been published in Biometrics. Medical statistics also gave large contributions to the total chi-s~uare value of 134.
Statistics and Biometry papers in the 1970-71 and 1980-81 volumes were much fewer than one would expect from the computed values.
Insert Table 3 here -6-To determine if the totals in the last column of Tables 1 and 2 were in the same relative proportions, a contingency chi-square was computed. The contributions for the individual cells are given in Table 4 . Large row contributions to the total chi-square value of 45 came from agriculture, animal populations, assays, clinical trials, genetics and breeding, and modeling. For both sets of papers considerable heterogeneity was encountered.
Insert Table 4 These and other questions will require the efforts of many creative statisticians with a willingness to leave well-formulated problems such as those associated with linear model theory and hypothesis testing. The one-sample, one-response, one-population, and/or i.i.d. world is not tenable in this area.
Relay, sequential, and rotational cropping (the growing of crops in sequence)
experiments will be faced with many of the difficulties mentioned above. Results obtained for the above may be useful here, but new procedures will be necessary.
It is amazing how little follow-up has been done for the research efforts of Yates (1949) and Cochran (1939) in the 30's and 40's on rotation experiments.
They did not solve all the problems, as was demonstrated by Patterson (1964) .
The complexity and innovativeness required appears to have frightened statisticians away from this area. These results are necessary in evaluating farming systems in present-day investigations. In certain types of experiments, measurements go from zero to some upper bound with the upper bound decreasing as the level of a treatment increases.
Suppose it is desired to estimate the line going through the mean of a level plus two standard deviation units, which estimates the maximum number in some Because of the overload and priorities, many samples never get taken, or if they are, they may never be analyzed. This problem could be eliminated, or at least alleviated, if the statistician becomes involved and if sampling is used. A thorough statistical and subject matter study is needed to determine methods of reducing the number of analyses, of obtaining quicker and easier analytic methods, methods of stratifying samples to isolate major sources of variation, and other procedures which minimize the time between sampling and having samples analyzed and which reduce the cost of analyses.
When an analysis for a certain characteristic is difficult or impossible to obtain because of a laboratory overload or because of cost, an experimenter needs to determine if analyses from a subsample of the samples will provide satisfactory information. If not, then the analyses will not be done, and the consequences of this action need to be assessed. Alternatively, the experimenter should determine if the goals of an experiment can be achieved by pooling the samples. For example, since iodine number in soybeans varies little from block to block in a field experiment, the samples from the r replicates for one treatment are pooled, and an iodine number is obtained for the pooled sample. This reduces the number of laboratory analyses to 1/r of that for individual experimental units. In determining arsenic levels in human or animal hair, where locality or region differences are the only important items, it is reasonable to pool equal amounts of hair from each of the types of individuals in a locality.
The same could be true for selenium levels in human blood samples. For example, in an impending survey, 7200 individual blood samples are to be taken. Since the present goal is for selenium levels in young (under 30) and old (over 30), by sex, and for 72 localities, analyses will be done on 2 X 2 X 72 = 288 samples instead of 7200. This became known as the Dorfman group testing procedure for rare occurrences. Some work has been done on optimal group testing procedures (e.g., Sobel and Groll, 1966, and Bush et al., 1980 Cornell University, Ithaca, NY) and on optimal group size using statistical criteria. This is insufficient as the dilution rates that are detectable analytically must be taken into account. What needs to be done here is (i) to determine how rare is rare, i.e, what percentage of samples have the characteristics to make group testing more efficient than individual sampling,
(ii) to determine which characteristics are amenable to group testing in any given laboratory, (iii) to determine the lowest dilution rates that can be detected using present analytic procedures, (iv) to determine the optimal group size using statistical criteria and then use this number or that in (iii), whichever is smaller, and (v) using the group size in (iv), to determine an optimal procedure for group testing.
Double sampling procedures will be usefUl when there are two procedures for analyzing samples, one a quick and/or cheap method and the second slower and/or more costly. The first method is used on all samples, and the second on only a small fraction of the samples. Amount of information per unit of cost (or time)
needs to be ascertained for each characteristic and pair of analytic methods.
A high correlation between results of the two methods is required for double sampling to be viable.
Sequential sampling procedures will be useful when samples are taken and analyzed sequentially or when all samples must be taken at a particular time, As a second example where sequential sampling may be used efficiently, consider a toxic chemical dump, e.g., Love Canal (which is located near Buffalo, New York), where it is desired to know if the chemical dump affects animals or humans, or has polluted the soil and/ or air at varying distances from the dump.
Suppose that the sampling plan was to set up concentric circles around the dump site, and to take equally spaced samples on each of the concentric circles. Turning to the other side, i.e., increasing analyses, and doing duplicate, triplicate, etc., analyses on a sample, one should realize that duplicate analyses on n samples result in 2n analyses, triplicate analyses on a sample result in 3n analyses, etc. This is often done in the name of checking on analytical variation. Usually 10-20 duplicate observations would suffice to give the desired estimate of analytic variation (with 10-20 degrees of freedom) to compare with sampling variation. It is suggested that 10-15 duplicates be included in any sampling procedure to check on analytic error. In the selenium example, 12
observations on a known sample were included with the 288 samples as an analytic check and to obtain an estimate of the analytic error variance and bias. The 300 samples are done in a random order. Duplicate determinations or readings double the amount of observations, and thereby increase the cost of the statistical analyses. If the relative amount of information is small, the extra cost should not be allowed. Too often, no thought is given to this aspect, resulting -17-in inefficient experimentation. Obtaining estimates of variation from the various possible sources of variation can be accomplished by allocating 10 to 20 degrees of freedom for this. Once one locates an important source of variation, additional resources would be allocated to take this into account. It is suggested that a continuing check be made on possible sources of variation with small allocations of degrees of freedom, say 5 to 10, through time.
One additional question here is: When and how will quality control procedures be used on experiments, surveys, and other investigations to determine their suitability for publication? Experiments, surveys, and investigations differ widely in quality but are usually treated as equal when published.
Cutting Edges in Model Selection
·--~,.,...,
The author predicted in the 1950's that model construction and model selection would become one of the more important aspects of statistics within the next 10-15 years and would occupy the attention of a large proportion of statisticians.
One good paper (Box and Cox, 1964) has appeared. Even if this prediction was wrong this should happen by the turn of the century; 21st century statisticians will most likely be occupied with this concept. The development of ''modern data analysis" is a tool for aiding in the selection of models, but more tools are required. Methods for detecting outlying treatments and outlying blocks are required. Multivariate outlier theory needs considerable extension. Also, other techniques are needed to obtain appropriate response model equations.
Perhaps the biggest obstruction in the area of modeling has been the statis- 
